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While many people become adept at recovery and learn to live by the principles embodied in the
Twelve Steps, they receive little or no guidance in the practical management of their spiritual
condition. In his second book, Reverend Farrell provides a set of spiritual practices for people in
recovery to develop and/or deepen their spiritual growth.Reverend John T. Farrell, PhD, received
a master of divinity from Yale University and a PhD in English from the University of Delaware.
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I Am Worthy: A Prayer for All Those in RecoveryREV. JOHN T. FARRELLI am worthy of recovery,
serenity, and a happy life. I am worthy of achieving these things, no matter what I have done up
to this point in life and whatever transgressions I may have committed. I am still worthy.I am
competent and intelligent, no matter how badly I did in school and what my employment history
is. I can make a contribution, no matter what anyone has told me to the contrary. I alone have the
means to reach my dreams. I am worthy to live my dreams.The road of life is difficult, not just for
me, but for everyone. It does me no good to compare myself to others. All are worthy in the eyes
of God and all face unique challenges. I shall be honest about who I am and will move away from
my preoccupation with self. It is not humility to be something I am not or what others expect me
to be. I will be myself because I am worthy.No one will give me my new life of recovery. I am
willing to work hard for it. I am willing to accept the gifts and tools I have been given. I am willing
to transform myself into the good and worthy person I was meant to be. I am willing to pray and
to serve others. I will always remember that I am worthy. And I will always be grateful.From Guide
Me in My Recovery: Prayers for Times of Joy and Times of Trial by The Reverend John T. Farrell,
PhD. © 2010 Central Recovery Press.



INTRODUCTIONIn the world of twelve-step recovery the Eleventh and Twelfth Steps focus on
continuing a spiritual life of growth and action for people. They are urged to pray and to meditate.
It is assumed that they have experienced a spiritual awakening and have acquired a set of
spiritual principles that will guide them in their daily conduct. The dilemma for many people is
that while they may have become adept at recovery and living the Twelve Steps, they received
little or no guidance in the practical management of their spiritual lives. The purpose of this book
is to provide a set of spiritual practices that will appeal to people in recovery as they set out to
improve their conscious contact with God as they understand God and to practice the principles
of recovery in all their affairs.Much has been written on the subject of meditation and even more
on the topic of prayer for people in recovery. Lists of so-called “recovery” spiritual principles are
bountiful. But little has been written on the subject of spiritual practices that will assist one’s
recovery. By spiritual practices, also known as spiritual discipline, I mean the consistent
performance of actions and activities undertaken for the purpose of cultivating or developing
spiritual growth.This book provides an introduction to various spiritual disciplines that will assist
people not just in “working” the Eleventh and Twelfth Steps, but in helping them develop a set of
spiritual practices that they can use in their daily lives and recovery. Although anyone seeking a
spiritual life may find this book useful, it is primarily directed toward men and women in twelve-
step recovery programs who wish to enhance and deepen their spiritual lives as Step Eleven
directs: We sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as
we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that
out.Spiritual practices are exactly what the name suggests: they are intentional methods to
better our understanding about matters of the soul and to assist us on the path to the spiritual
growth crucial to long-term recovery. Spiritual practices are tools for becoming aware of the
divine spark of goodness dwelling within us all. At their best, these practices stimulate our
consciousness with aspirations and visions that transcend the mundane and negative in our
lives. In applying spiritual practices, we will find that lines can be blurred between what is
considered spiritual and what is material.Most of us resist the idea of spiritual transformation
when we first encounter a program of recovery. I know I did. To live a spiritual life was very
different from the life that I had learned and practiced until the moment of my recovery. I was
frightened and skeptical. As part of their resistance, most addicts will find all sorts of reasons to
divert and distract themselves from the Twelve Steps, especially Step Eleven. But somehow
God’s will prevails and we overcome our resistance. Our persistence and patience are the
means of grace given to us by God, as we strive to create and maintain a conscious contact with
our Higher Power.In finding the path to spiritual transformation, twelve-step programs make clear
distinctions between religion and spirituality. Religion is regarded as being laden with theology,
doctrine, and worship. Spirituality is perceived as something clearer, purer, and, well, more
spiritual. Many of the people I know in recovery describe themselves as “spiritual, but not
religious” (for brevity’s sakes, I’ll use SBNR). And certainly, some of the most faithful, integrated,
and compassionate people I know are SBNR.But the line between religion and spirituality is not



always clear-cut. For instance, the common assumption that SBNR individuals operate outside
the world of organized religion is not correct. One recent researcher claims that many of the
people who regularly or irregularly show up at American churches and synagogues apply the
SBNR label to themselves. Scratch below the surface of an average worship service, she says,
and you will find many who resonate with this description. They may attend church on Sunday,
but during the week pursue meditation, new and alternative spiritualities, wellness programs,
and competing claims of ancient wisdom. Oftentimes, clergy themselves are among them.
These SBNR people often say their various pursuits are a useful adjunct to traditional religious
practices. Conversely, they claim traditional religious practices are a useful adjunct to more
contemporary or alternative methods. In fact, it might be more accurate to refer to the SBNR
population as seekers, since it seems that their purpose is to connect with that which is greater
than themselves—that which is considered divine.For many in recovery, religion and spirituality
can be separated. For me it works a bit differently. I see my religion as something relatively fixed
and my spirituality as something dynamic and fluid. Together in me, religion and spirituality act in
a creative tension between my spiritual stability and my spiritual growth. I have been an
Episcopalian for many years. As such, I am an active member of the American branch of the
Anglican Communion. I accept its doctrines and love its worship. I doubt that this will change. At
the same time, in the almost forty years of my recovery, I have studied and practiced many
different forms of spirituality. Some didn’t work for me. Some have been only passing. Some
have become permanent. All have helped me grow. In this book I hope to pass along some of
the spiritual practices—not my brand of religion—that I have learned.People in recovery
ultimately ask themselves the same questions all people do: “Does my life have purpose? What
gives my life meaning? When I am most discouraged, what gives me the power to return to the
struggle? What are the things that have most decisively shaped my way of seeing and moving
into life? Am I worthy of enjoying the fruits of a good life?”
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M. Thornburg, “A hand reaching out to help in the climb.... This is really a fine book in so many
ways. You don't have to think of yourself as a religious person to experience its value; on the
other hand, it will speak to you if you ARE religious. Farrell addresses the human spirit, including
its moments of doubt, with honesty and insight. Also, he lets us know that he's been where the
reader has been, and he knows recovery is always an ongoing process. I recommend the book
unreservedly!”

Grateful , “With long-term sobriety it’s nice to get back to basics.. I love this book. The author
crafted invaluable resources for any stage of recovery.”

Ebook Library Reader, “LOVE THIS BOOK!!!!. THIS IS A WONDERFUL BOOK FOR ANYONE
IN A 12 STEP PROGRAM TO HELP WITH SPIRITUAL JOURNEY!!!!”

Thomas B., “Very helpful!!. I use it often and have given several copies as gifts. It's easy to read
and I have incorporated it into my daily practice”

Rich Liu, “Practical, Insightful, and all about Step 11 and More. I appreciated how easy this was
organized and presented. I've recommended it to others. It was a great aid to my journey.
Recommend!”

Douglas S. Haight, “What a delightful read!. What  a delightful read!”

Jean-Baptiste, “Five Stars. Very helpful !”

The book by John T. Farrell has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.
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